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THE BEAST LIKE UNTO A LEOPARD 
 

Part 3 

Give all praises to the Father, , for giving unto us His only Begotten Son 

and Servant, , whom we shall see crowned with Glory and Honor.  Let 

us thank for sacrificing His life to teach us how to keep the laws of 

 that we may live eternally.  We will be eternally indebted to Him for His 

mercy, compassion, and love.  For this reason, I will praise Thee, O Lord, 

, with my whole heart; I will show forth all Thy marvelous works.  I 

will be glad and rejoice in Thee:  I will sing praises to Thy name, O Thou Most 

High.  When mine enemies are turned back, they shall fall and perish at Thy 

presence.  For Thou has maintained my right and my cause; Thou satest in the 

throne judging right.   

But the Lord, , shall endure for ever; He hath prepared His 

throne of judgment.  And He shall judge the world in righteousness, He shall 

minister judgment to the people in uprightness.  The Lord, , also will 

be a refuge for the oppressed, a refuge in times of trouble.  And they that know 

Thy name will put their trust in Thee: for Thou, Lord, , hast not 

forsaken them that seek Thee.  Sing praises to the Lord, , which 

dwelleth in Zion: declare among the people His doings (Psalm 9:1-4; 7-11). 
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I will love thee, O Lord, , my strength.  The Lord, 

, is my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer; my God, my strength, 

in whom I will trust; my buckler, and the horn of my salvation, and my high tower.  

I will call upon the Lord, , who is worthy to be praised (Psalm 18:1-3).  

Praise !  Praise ! 

It brings me great pleasure, joy and honor to welcome you to our holy feast.  

Welcome to part 3 of The Beast Like Unto A Leopard.  In review of our last 

seminar, part 2, we deciphered the remainder of the Scripture, “…and his feet were 

as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave 

him his power, and his seat, and great authority.”   

When we closely investigated Barack Obama’s feet, we realized that they 

represented the Constitution, particularly the constitutional rights that have to do 

with the stipulated duration of his appointment to the office of president.  We also 

learned that it would be the decision of the U.S. Congress for Barack Obama to 

stand as a candidate for office.   

Even more, it was revealed that the Pope, who is the overseer and high 

priest of the Roman Catholic Church, shall agree with the decision of the U.S. 

Congress that Barack Obama is the person having most of the necessary 

qualifications; meeting more than any other, the requirements for the position.   
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When we researched Barack Obama’s mouth, we found that it was talking 

about an opportunity that will arise for him to stay as president to deal with a 

group of individuals ready for combat with the strength or capacity to wage war 

and that can increase in extent, numbers, or influence.  This situation shall affect 

not only America’s, but the world’s security, wealth, and freedom from the act of 

these groups seeking to dominate or control America and the world.   

Furthermore, we discovered that President Barack Obama would get in the 

way of, prevent, and delay the action of the OFFICIAL PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.  

We also showed in our study that he shall pass an EXECUTIVE ORDER due to a 

sudden, urgent, and unexpected occurrence or event that shall require his 

immediate action.  This occurrence or event shall put America in a condition of 

instability, as in its social, economic, or political affairs that shall lead to a decisive 

change.   

After closely examining the phrase, “…as the mouth of a lion…,” we came to 

understand that the emergency that shall require Barack Obama’s action shall be a 

deception orchestrated by the Pope who is the person of great position and 

distinction in America and the world.  The Pope shall use his supreme power from 

his position to ensure that Barack Obama stays president to carry on to a further 

point what former President George W. Bush began.    
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We then moved onto the fact that the dragon gave him (Barack Obama) his 

power, and his seat, and great authority.  This research clearly revealed that the 

dragon is the same as the bear and the lion simultaneously.  It was explained that 

the Pope shall attack The Nation of  and those of us who keep the laws of God, 

, and have the testimony of Christ, .  He shall make war with us, 

because we are disclosing revelations from God,  that are in accord with facts, 

are logically necessary, and follow sound reasoning from established truths.  The 

manner in which he shall attack us and make war with us is through an utterance 

of false charges or misrepresentations, which is intended to defame and damage 

our reputation. 

For this reason, the Pope has given Barack Obama superiority derived from 

his status of President of The United States of America.  Additionally, The Pope has 

given Barack Obama all of this power to carry out what former President George W. 

Bush began, which is to give rise to a One World Religion of Christianity, a World 

Government through trade, continue to war in the Middle East with the aim of 

converting its people to Christianity, declare Martial Law in America due to a 

terrorist attack, institute the mark of the beast, and make war with The Nation of 

 by slandering the P.E.E.S.S. Foundation.   

The research we just recapped has yet to occur; therefore, they are still 

prophecies.  You may be wondering why we said that the election would be 
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interfered with and cancelled; but yet, we saw the election and inauguration take 

place.  We can only see and understand as far as  allows us to.  The 

Comforter, the Holy Ghost, the rational mind, which shows us things to come by 

the guiding spirit of , reveals information that we interpret with the 

divine 10-step study method of , and then record to be understood 

and released at His appointed time based on His timetable.   

We told you, in our previous seminars, that Barack Obama would get in the 

way of the election.  Today, we will explore how this transpired.  Let us turn to our 

foundation Scripture for this seminar in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 5: 

And there was given unto him (the beast like unto a leopard: 
Barack Obama) a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; 
and power was given unto him (Barack Obama) to continue forty 
and two months.   

We have been taught by ,the Master Teacher,that the 

Scriptures in the holy Bible are not in chronological order, but rather, are out of 

sequence throughout the Old and New Testaments.  For this reason, the situation 

in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 5 where the beast like unto a leopard, Barack 

Obama, is given a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; and power to 

continue forty and two months comes before the Constitution is changed for him to 

run a third term, that we decoded in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 2.  Meaning, 
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that the events we will reveal today of verse 5 will take place before the events of 

verse 2.   Let us begin to decode Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 5.  

And there was given unto him (the beast like unto a leopard: … 

The first word we must understand in this Scripture is the action word, given.   

From the authority of The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, 

copyright 1990, under reference number 1325, the word given is transliterated as 

“bestow.” 

In accordance with Merriam Webster’s College Dictionary, copyright 2009, on 

page 116, bestow is defined as “to put to use.”  In the same source, on page 

1378, to use means “to carry out a purpose by means of; manipulate.”  In The 

Synonym Finder by J.I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 968, to put means “to 

position.” And on page 716, means is synonymous to, “way, method, process; 

actions.” 

We can deduce, from the veracity of these definitions, what the beast like 

unto a leopard, Barack Obama, was given.  He was given the way, method, 

process, or actions needed to continue forty and two months.  To accomplish this, 

he positioned a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies, in order to carry out 

his purpose.  Furthermore, he placed this mouth speaking great things and 
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blasphemies to manipulate.  The question becomes, manipulate what?  We must 

look up the word manipulate from various standpoints. 

Manipulate in The Synonym Finder by J.I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 

704, means “fix.”  To fix in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 

2014, Computer Software, means “to influence the result of (an election) to one’s 

advantage by trickery.”  Another definition for fix in The Oxford New Desk 

Dictionary and Thesaurus, Third Edition, copyright 2009, on page 301, is to 

“arrange fraudulently.”  While, to influence in Oxford Concise English Dictionary, 

copyright 1999, on page 727, is “the power arising out of status, contact or 

wealth.”  And in the previously mentioned Webster’s New World College Dictionary, 

copyright 2014, trickery is defined as “deception.”   

Following this course of reference, we can see the way, method, process, or 

actions that Barack Obama utilized to be able to continue forty and two months.  In 

order to position a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies to carry out his 

purpose, he used the power arising from his status, all his contacts, and people 

with wealth to arrange fraudulently the result of the 2016 Presidential Election to 

his advantage through deception.  Therefore, we must look into how he arranged 

fraudulently the election. 

 As referenced in The Oxford New Desk Dictionary and Thesaurus, Third 

Edition, copyright 2009, on page 40, arrange is to “put into order; classify.”  
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Classify in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 2014, Computer 

Software, means “to designate (governmental documents, reports, etc.) to be 

secret or confidential and available only to authorized persons.”  To designate 

means to “indicate.” While, to indicate is “to express briefly or generally; to direct 

attention to; show.”  And lastly fraudulent, the root word of fraudulently, in the 

aforementioned The Oxford New Desk Dictionary and Thesaurus, on page 320, is 

equivalent to “fake.” 

Weighing the integrity of these definitions, we can see how Barack Obama 

arranged fraudulently the election.  He briefly or generally conveyed to the 

American people that there were governmental documents, reports, etc. that were 

secret or confidential and available only to authorized persons that needed to be 

considered.  He directed attention to and showed these secret or confidential 

governmental documents even though these documents were fake.     

As we  told you earlier, in order to understand more of the manipulation of 

the 2016 Presidential Election and the deception behind it, we must explore the 

word manipulate from a different perspective.   

Oxford Concise English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 867, defines 

manipulate as to “handle or control with dexterity; present (data) so as to 

mislead.”  Data in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 2014, 

Computer Software, is the same as “information.”  In the same source, 
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information is “news; intelligence; an accusation, under oath, of a criminal 

offense, not by indictment of a grand jury, but by a public officer, such as a 

prosecutor.”   

Through verified research, we have learned that in order to continue forty 

and two months, Barack Obama had to position a mouth speaking great things and 

blasphemies of which we will thoroughly explain as we move along in this study.  

To use this mouth speaking great things and blasphemies, he had to interfere with 

the 2016 Presidential Election by handling and controlling the election with 

dexterity.  He not only presented news and intelligence to mislead the people, but 

he also presented an accusation, about a candidate, under oath, of a criminal 

offense, not by indictment of a grand jury, but by a public officer, such as a 

prosecutor.  Furthermore, he expressed briefly or generally to the American people 

that there were governmental documents, reports, etc. that were secret or 

confidential and available only to authorized persons that needed to be considered.  

He directed attention to and showed these secret or confidential governmental 

documents even though these documents, reports, etc. were fake.     

There was more manipulation done during the election.  For this reason we 

shall look at the word manipulate again from another angle.   

In The Synonym Finder by J.I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 704, 

manipulate means to “contrive; plot; scheme; tamper; gerrymander.”  The 
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Random House College Dictionary, copyright 1988, on page 1342, explains that to 

tamper is “to meddle, especially for the purpose of damaging.”  While, to damage 

in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 2014, Computer Software, is 

synonymous to “injure.”  In the same source, to injure means “to weaken or 

otherwise cause a loss . . . .”  The word loss is the same as “a losing.”  While, lose 

the root of losing is, “to fail to win.”  And lastly, gerrymander in the same source 

is “to divide (a voting area) so as to give one political party a majority in as many 

districts as possible or weaken the voting strength of an ethnic group, urban 

population, etc.”   

We can gather, from these additional sources, as to the manner in which 

Barack Obama secretly contrived, plotted, and schemed the results of 2016 

Presidential Election.  With the use of his power arising from his status, all his 

contacts, and people with wealth he meddled in the election; especially, for the 

purpose of weakening or otherwise causing one of the candidates to fail to win.  

This was done by dividing the voting areas so as to give one political party a 

majority in as many districts as possible or weaken the voting strength of an ethnic 

group, and urban populations.  Let us now further describe what an ethnic group 

and urban population is. 

Ethnic is defined in Thorndike Barnhart High School Dictionary, copyright 

1968, on page 339, as “having to do with the various races of people and the 
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characteristics and customs of each.”  In the same source, on page 435, group is 

“a number of persons classed together.”   

We can clarify that an ethnic group is a number of persons classed together 

having to do with the various races of people and the characteristics and customs 

of each.  Let us now understand what an urban population is referring to. 

Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 2014, Computer 

Software, defines urban as “characteristic of the city as distinguished from the 

country.”  In the same source, country means “land with farms and small towns; 

rural region . . . .” Now, population is “a (specified) part of the people in a given 

area.”   

With regards to these details we are able to explain how the election was 

meddled with.  By dividing the voting areas to give one political party a majority in 

as many districts as possible, this weakened the voting strength of a number of 

persons classed together having to do with the various races of people and the 

characteristics and customs of each.  Also, by dividing the voting areas to give one 

party a majority in as many districts as possible, it also weakened a special part of 

the people in given areas characteristic of the city as distinguished from areas that 

have land with farms, small towns, and rural regions in America. This is what was 

given to Barack Obama: the way, method, process or actions to be able continue 

forty and two months.  
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But, let us return to this research and consider that Barack Obama, with the 

power arising from his status, all his contacts, and people with wealth, 

manipulated, fixed, and gerrymandered the election, and he did all of this to 

position a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies to carry out his purpose.  

His strategy weakened one candidate so that she wouldn’t win; and positioned 

another to accomplish his purpose.  All in all, Barack Obama positioned the current 

president, who is scripturally depicted as a mouth speaking great things and 

blasphemies, so that he would be able to continue forty and two months.   

These are very bold statements to make, and we have the facts to support 

them, with authoritative sources: dictionaries to confirm them.  Let us see if the 

current president fits the description of a mouth. 

Referenced in Collins English Dictionary, copyright 2012, on page 513, a 

mouth is described as “boastful, rude, or excessive talk.”  This definition portrays 

that the current president is a person who is boastful, rude, and has excessive talk.  

Let us define these words. 

Confirmed in the Thorndike Barnhart Beginning Dictionary, copyright 1979, 

on page 60, boastful means “fond of boasting.”  Boast, the root of boasting, on 

the same page, is to “speak too highly of oneself or what one owns.”   
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The current president is one who is fond of speaking too highly of himself or 

what he owns.  He is also rude and has excessive talk.  So is he rude?  Does he 

have excessive talk?    

Rude in Random House Webster’s College Dictionary, copyright 2000, on 

page 1152, is someone “discourteous or impolite, especially deliberately so; rough 

in manner or behavior; harsh, or ungentle; crude; raw.”   

We are learning scripturally, that the mouth of Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 

5, is the current president, who in addition to speaking too highly of himself and 

what he owns, is a rude person.  He is discourteous and impolite; especially, in a 

deliberate way.  His manner and behavior are rough; and he is harsh, ungentle, 

crude and raw when he speaks.  Let us continue to look at the word rude to give 

more details of his character. 

According to Merriam Webster’s College Dictionary, copyright 2009, on page 

1008, to be rude is to be “offensive in action.”  Offensive in Collins English 

Dictionary, copyright 2012, on page 544, means “insulting; causing annoyance or 

anger; an attitude or position of aggression.”  And lastly, aggression is “the habit 

of being quarrelsome; forceful attacking behavior either constructively self-assertive 

and self-protective or destructively hostile to others,” (referenced in Webster’s New 

World Dictionary, copyright 2000, on page 26). 
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These definitions further explain how rude the current president is.  He 

insults so many people that he causes annoyance and anger by his actions, not 

only in America, but around the world.  Even more, he has an attitude and position 

of being habitually quarrelsome, and possesses a forceful attacking behavior.  He is 

either, constructively self-assertive and self-protective or destructively hostile to 

others.  In addition to his attitude, position, and behavior being boastful and rude, 

he also has excessive talk.   

Excessive in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 

copyright 2002, on page 495, is defined as “being too much; immoderate.”  In the 

same source, on page 713, immoderate is described as “without restraint; 

unreasonable.”  On page 1223, restraint means “control of emotion; impulses, 

etc.”  While, unreasonable, on page 1566, is “showing little sense of judgment; 

not rational.”  Another definition for unreasonable is “not governed by reason; 

absurd;” according to Merriam Webster’s College Dictionary, copyright 2009, on 

page 1371. 

Clearly, these sources express that the mouth’s, the current president’s, talk 

is too much.  His talk is without control of emotion or impulses.  Also, his talk 

shows little sense of judgment, because it is neither rational nor governed by 

reason, but rather it is absurd. 
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Absurd in the previously mentioned Merriam Webster’s College Dictionary, 

on page 5, means “ridiculously unsound.”  In Webster’s New World College 

Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 2002, on page 1072, ridiculous means 

“arousing or deserving ridicule; preposterous; laughable.”  On page 981, 

preposterous is “contrary to common sense.”  Now on page 1372, unsound from 

ridiculous, means “not true; invalid.”  And on page 658, invalid describes “being 

without foundation or force in fact, truth, or law; logically inconsistent.”   

By virtue of these facts, we can assert that the current president’s talk is 

without foundation or force in fact, truth or law: it is simply not true.  His talk is so 

logically inconsistent that it arouses and deserves ridicule.  Additionally, his talk is 

especially laughable, because it is contrary to common sense. 

What is his talk?  Talk in The Random House College Dictionary, copyright 

1988, on page 1340, is defined as “to spread a rumor; gossip.”  A rumor in 

Webster’s Thesaurus for Students, Third Edition, copyright 2016, on page 260, is 

also a “report; to make a piece of information the subject of common talk without 

any authority or confirmation of accuracy.”  While gossip, on page 137, is “to 

discuss something, often of questionable veracity, that is better kept to oneself; 

blab.”  Now blab, on page 33, is the same as “twitter.”  And twitter is referenced 

in New Oxford American Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright 2000, on page 1871, 

as to “make a posting on the social networking site Twitter.” 
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This is why the mouth’s, the current president’s, talk is ridiculed and what he 

says is considered laughable.  It is because he spreads reports or pieces of 

information that become the subject of common talk—by all news organizations in 

America and the world—that are without authority or confirmation of accuracy.  In 

fact, he discusses subject matters that are often of questionable veracity that could 

have been better for him to be kept to himself.  But instead, he spreads these 

unconfirmed and inaccurate reports by posting them on the social networking site 

Twitter for the world to read, follow, comment, and share.  

This research shows precisely, and without a doubt, that the current 

president of the United States, Donald John Trump, is the MOUTH of Revelation, 

Chapter 13, verse 5.  I can understand if you may have some misgivings, or be a 

little skeptical, that the MOUTH of Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 5 is the current 

president, Donald Trump.  I mean, the guy is an easy target.  He’s low hanging 

fruit, and it is so easy to pin stuff on him.  Just look how high the ratings are going 

for every Late Night show whose host makes mockery of him; most especially, 

Saturday Night Live.  All he has to do is open his MOUTH and say something.   

Seriously, let us consider that these Scriptures were written thousands of 

years ago, so we’re not making this up.  The Lord, , gave John, the son of 

Zebedee, who wrote the book of Revelation, the perfect word to describe Donald 

Trump: a MOUTH.   
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One can only wonder if he’s going to tweet about this research, since he 

can’t control himself.  Can you already see his boastful self knowing all along that 

he’s probably in the Bible next to great leaders like Moses.  But no, he’s described 

as a MOUTH speaking great things and blasphemies.  With that said, as we decode 

Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 5, we must take into account that logically, if one 

part of the Scripture fits the description of Donald Trump than the rest has to as 

well.   

Let us now understand how this mouth, Donald Trump, speaks or is speaking 

great things and blasphemies.  In The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the 

Bible, copyright 1990, under reference number 2980, speaking, in Greek, is laleo, 

and it says to compare 3004.  Reference number 3004, in Greek, is lego and it’s 

transliterated as “an extended or random harangue.” 

The mouth, who is the current President of the United States, Donald Trump, 

is known for his extended or random harangue.  Is this true? 

Extended in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 

copyright 2002, on page 503, means “prolonged; continued.”  On page 1187, 

random is something done “without careful choice, aim, plan, etc.; haphazard.”  

On the same page, haphazard applies “to that which is done, made, or said 

without regard for its consequences, relevance, etc . . . .” 
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The transliteration of the word speaking confirms that the mouth, Donald 

Trump, is known for his prolonged and continued harangues.  These harangues are 

without careful choice, aim, or plan.  They’re done, made, and said without regard 

for their consequences or relevance.  So what is a harangue?  

According to the Oxford Concise English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 

648, to harangue means to “criticize at length in an aggressive and hectoring 

manner.” In Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 

2002, on page 26, aggressive means “starting fights; ready and willing to take 

issue or engage in direct action.” Hector, the root of hectoring, in the 

aforementioned Oxford Concise English Dictionary, on page 659, is described as “in 

a bullying manner.” And lastly, manner, on page 867, means “a way in which 

something is done or happens.” 

This new information explains what the current president, Donald Trump, 

speaks or is known for speaking.  He is known for criticizing anyone or anything at 

length.  The way in which he criticizes is done, or happens, in such a way that he 

starts fights.  In fact, he is ready and willing to take issue or engage in direct 

action; especially, in a bullying manner.  And he does so without careful choice, 

aim, or even a plan.  He spews out his bullying criticism without regard for its 

consequences or relevance.   
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Another definition for the word harangue, taken from the transliteration of 

speaking, from Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 5, is referenced in The American 

Heritage Desk Dictionary and Thesaurus, copyright 2014, on page 348, as a “rant; 

a tirade.”  In the same source, a tirade, on page 756, is “a long, violent, or 

blustering speech, usually of censure or denunciation.”     

In keeping with this evidence, we can determine what the mouth, Donald 

Trump, is speaking.  He is known for his epic rants and engaging in long, violent, or 

blustering speeches usually of censure or denunciation.  The question becomes 

who are these speeches of censure or denunciation directed at?   

In Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fifth Edition, copyright 2014, 

Computer Software, censure means “strong disapproval; a resolution condemning 

a person for misconduct.”  In the same source, denunciation is described as “the 

act of denouncing.”  To denounce, the root word of denouncing, means “to 

announce, especially in a menacing way.”  And lastly, menace, from menacing, is 

“a threat.” 

Contingent upon these facts, we can assert that the mouth, Donald Trump, 

not only rants, but he also engages in long, violent, or blustering speeches strongly 

disapproving of specific persons.  In these speeches, he talks about a resolution 

condemning specific people for their misconduct by announcing what he plans to 
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do, in a threatening way.  And in this very threatening manner, he speaks great 

things and blasphemies. 

We are now going to break down great things.  But, we will first deal with 

the noun, things and then the adjective, great.   

Thing, the singular form of things, is defined in Webster’s New World 

College Dictionary, Fifth Edition, copyright 2014, Computer Software, as “that which 

is to be done; act.”  In the same source, an act is “a decree; a document formally 

stating what has been done, made into law, etc.”  While, decree is described as 

“an official order, edict, or decision, as of a government, etc.”  And government is 

the same as “administration.” 

The long, violent, or blustering speeches that the mouth, Donald Trump, 

engages in, as he speaks of a resolution condemning specific people for their 

misconduct in a threatening way, pertains to great things.  These things are that 

which is to be done.  Specifically, official orders, edicts, or decisions, from the 

Trump administration, which are documents formally stating what has been done 

and made into law.  These official orders made into law are described as great. 

Great in The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, copyright 

1990, under reference number 3173, in Greek, is megas, which is transliterated as 

“big.”  Referenced in Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, under reference 
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number 799.11, the word big is synonymous with “outstanding.”  Outstanding in 

Webster’s Thesaurus for Students, Third Edition, copyright 2016, on page 213, is 

the same as “striking.”  And striking, in The Merriam Webster’s Dictionary, 

copyright 2016, on page 708, means “attracting attention; very noticeable; 

arresting.”   

The official orders, edicts or decisions, from the Trump administration, which 

are documents formally stating what has been done and made into law, attract the 

attention of the world, are very noticeable, and arresting.   

Arresting in Oxford Concise English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page on 

75, is “the action of arresting.”  In the same source, arrest, the root of arresting, 

means to “seize (someone) by legal authority and take them into custody; stop or 

check (progress).”  Stop in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 

2014, Computer Software, is “to block up (a passage) so as to make impassable; 

obstruct.”   

This is why the official orders, edicts, or decisions, from the mouth, the 

Trump administration attract the attention of the world.  It is because it gives 

action to seize people by legal authority and take them into custody.  It also gives 

action to block up or check passage to certain people to make their way 

impassable.   
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Passage in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 2014, on 

page 1066, is defined as “migration.”  In the same source, on page 927, migrate, 

the root word of migration, is “to move from one place to another, especially to 

leave one’s country and settle in another.”  Some synonyms for passage, in The 

Synonym Finder by J.I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 852, are “permission; 

authorization; entry, visa, immigration.”  Visa in the aforementioned Webster’s 

New World College Dictionary, on page 1616, means “an endorsement on a 

passport, showing that a person has been granted official entry into a country.”  

And lastly, immigration on page 727, is described as “the number of immigrants 

entering a country during a specified period.” 

In compliance with this documentation, we have proven that great things are 

the official orders, edits, or decisions from the Trump administration that attracts 

the attention of the world.  This is because it gives action to seize people by legal 

authority and take them into custody.  It also gives action to block up or check 

people that move from one place to another; especially, when they leave their 

country to settle in another, like the United States.  These official orders block and 

check people’s permission and authorization to enter the United States.  It also 

blocks up and checks their visas, which is an endorsement on their passport 

showing that they have been granted official entry into the country.  All in all, it 
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blocks up and checks the number of immigrants entering the country during a 

specified period to make their way into the United States impassable.   

Clearly, the great things that the mouth, Donald Trump, expresses in long, 

violent, or blustering speeches of his disapproval of certain people by providing a 

resolution condemning these very same people for their misconduct, in a 

threatening way, are the controversial executive orders that his administration has 

set up on immigration.  Another point about the term great things is that it is in 

keeping with Donald Trump’s slogan that he campaigned on, Make America GREAT 

Again.   

Now that we know that great things is talking about immigration.  We must 

understand what blasphemies is all about.  So let us understand this word better as 

it relates to the mouth, Donald Trump.   

In The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, copyright 1990, 

under reference number 988, blasphemies is Greek for blasphemia and it is 

transliterated as a “railing; vilification (especially against God.)”   

There are two different transliterations that we will decode.  We will first 

explain a railing; and then, vilification that is especially against God.  For the first 

transliteration of blasphemies, we can gather that what Donald Trump speaks or 
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rants about in a bullying and threatening way is referring to a railing.  To 

comprehend this word a little better, we will define it from its verb and noun forms.   

Referenced in The American Heritage Desk Dictionary and Thesaurus, 

copyright 2014, on page 604, to rail, the root word of railing, means “to complain 

bitterly or abusively.”  Complain in the American Heritage College Writer’s 

Dictionary, copyright 2013, on page 202, is “to make an accusation about 

something that one considers wrong.”  Now wrong, in The Synonym Finder by J.I. 

Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 1355, is the same as a “violation.”   

Fixed upon these definitions, we can determine that the blasphemies the 

mouth, Donald Trump, expresses in long, violent, or blustering speeches, is an 

accusation about something that he considers a violation, of which he utters bitterly 

or abusively.  Let us look into this violation. 

In accordance with Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 2014, 

Computer Software, a violation is an “infringement or breach, as of a law.”  In the 

same source, to infringe, the root word of infringement, is “trespass.”  To 

trespass is “to go on another’s land without permission or right.” A breach is the 

same as “infraction.”  And an infraction is “a breaking of the law.” 

These facts clarify the accusation that the mouth, Donald Trump, expresses 

toward people who go on another country’s land without permission or right, and 
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thus break the law.  He expresses these accusations towards these people bitterly 

or abusively.   

Bitter, the root word of bitterly, in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, 

Third College Edition, copyright 1988, on page 143, is defined as “characterized by 

strong feelings of hatred, resentment.”  In the same source, on page 1141, 

resentment is “a feeling of displeasure and indignation, from a sense of being 

injured.”  To be injured, on page 696, means “to weaken or otherwise cause a 

loss in value to (a business).”  And a business, in The Synonym Finder by J.I. 

Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 139, is the same as “job.” 

The manner in which the mouth, Donald Trump, expresses accusations about 

people who go on another country’s land without permission or right is 

characterized by strong feelings of hatred towards them.  His accusation about 

these people also portrays his feelings of displeasure and indignation, from the 

sense that they have weakened or otherwise caused a loss in the value to the 

country’s jobs.  Furthermore, he expresses these accusations abusively. 

Abusive, the root word of abusively, in Webster’s New World College 

Dictionary, copyright 2014, Computer Software, means “coarse and insulting in 

language; harshly scolding.”  Harsh, the root word of harshly, is described as “so 

unpleasantly crude or abrupt, as to be offensive to the mind or feelings.”  And to 

scold is “to find fault angrily.” 
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Considering these definitions collectively, it can be logically deduced that 

what the current president, Donald Trump, expresses about people who go on 

another country’s land without permission or right is coarse and insulting in 

language.  Furthermore, he angrily finds fault in these people and what he says is 

so unpleasantly crude or abrupt that it is offensive to the mind or feelings of those 

that hear his accusations.    

Now that we’ve explained what to rail means, from its verb rendering, let us 

examine what a railing is all about.  Again, railing is one of the transliterations of 

blasphemies in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 5. 

A rail, from railing, in Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Third College 

Edition, copyright 1988, on page 1109, is illustrated as “a bar of wood, metal, etc. 

placed horizontally between posts to serve as barrier.”  In the same source, on 

page 113, a barrier is “a thing that prevents passage; obstruction, as a wall; a 

customs gate on a country’s border.” 

Accepting the veracity of all the facts gathered, we can confirm that the 

blasphemies  that the mouth, Donald Trump, expresses in long, violent, or 

blustering speeches of his disapproval of certain people by providing a resolution 

condemning them for their misconduct, in a threatening way, is referring to a 

structure.  This structure is in the form of a bar of wood, metal, etc. placed 

horizontally between posts to serve as a thing that prevents their passage into the 
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United States.  It is in fact, an obstruction, in the form of a wall or customs gate on 

America’s borders. 

During his campaign, and as president, Donald Trump has expressed the 

building of this wall by uttering accusations about, Mexican and Central American 

people, who come onto America’s land without permission or right in a manner that 

is coarse and insulting in language.  He angrily finds fault in these people and what 

he says about them is so unpleasantly crude or abrupt that is it offensive to the 

mind or feelings of those that hear his accusations.   

However, his disapproval expressed in long, violent or blustering speeches is 

not limited to just Mexicans and Central Americans.  He also attacks Muslims, 

Haitians, women, or even football players by providing a resolution condemning 

them for their misconduct in a threatening way, which leads us to the second 

transliteration of blasphemies which is, “vilification (especially against God).”  

However, this is where we will resume with part 4 of The Beast Like Unto A 

Leopard.   

I pray everyone has enjoyed today’s seminar, and how  has revealed 

today exactly how Barack Obama interfered with the 2016 election to let us know 

that the decryption is accurate.  It also let us know that the dragon (the Pope), 

who gave the beast (Barack Obama) his power, seat, and great authority, also gave 
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him the order to position the mouth where he is now.  And only Donald Trump fits 

the description of a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies, doesn’t he?  

Those who sit in high places and understand prophecy clearly knew that Hilary 

Clinton did not fit the description of a mouth speaking great things and 

blasphemies, but that Donald Trump was the perfect match!     

The deciphering in today’s seminar should be an indication of how intricately 

encoded the Scriptures have been preserved to be interpreted by  at His 

appointed time.  Hallelu !  Hallelu !   

Let’s not forget that this study is still about the beast like unto a leopard—

Barack Obama.  It’s just that we are dealing with an intermission here where 

Obama is given the way to continue by rigging the election for the mouth—Donald 

Trump—who is speaking (ranting) about great things (immigration) and 

blasphemies (the wall) as power is given to Obama to continue forty and two 

months.   

And in part 4, our examination of Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 5, which 

reads in part after the semicolon:   

. . . and power was given unto him (the beast like unto a leopard: 
Barack Obama) to continue forty and two months.   
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I thank  and His Son, , for giving us wisdom, knowledge, 

and understanding; and for selecting us to be a part of this chosen generation to 

witness with our minds all that He chooses to reveal.  Give all praises to the 

Almighty God,  and His Faithful Son and Servant, .  Praise !  

Praise ! 

 


